Dear Mr. Zuckerberg,

We are writing to urge you to immediately end all surveillance advertising to children and adolescents, including the use of artificial intelligence to optimise the delivery of specific ads to the young people most vulnerable to them.

Many of us welcomed Facebook’s announcement on 27 July, that “starting in a few weeks, we’ll only allow advertisers to target ads to people under 18 (or older in certain countries) based on their age, gender and location”. Given the well-documented concerns among academics, paediatricians and child safety and digital responsibility advocates around the impact of targeted advertising to children, this seemed like a meaningful step forward.

Our optimism redoubled on 30 September when Facebook’s global head of safety, Ms. Antigone Davis, testified in front of the United States Senate and said:

“*We have very limited advertising to young people. You can only actually now target a young person based on their gender, age, or location*."

Facebook’s proclamations were likely welcomed by both parents and teens, as both groups are extremely concerned about surveillance advertising. A recent Australian poll found that 82% of 16 & 17 year olds have come across ads that are so targeted they felt uncomfortable. Similarly, 88% of US parents believe “the practice of tracking and targeting kids and teens with ads based on their behavioral profiles” should be prohibited.

It now seems Facebook’s statements were misleading, to both the public and the Senate.

Recent revelations suggest advertising is being ‘optimised’ for teens within Facebook, and children’s accounts still receive targeted surveillance advertising. New research found that Facebook is using data about children’s online behaviour to feed their machine learning enabled ‘Delivery System’ to optimise targeting in children’s feeds.
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So while Facebook says it will no longer allow *advertisers* to selectively target teenagers, it appears Facebook *itself* continues to target teens, only now with the power of AI.

Replacing ‘targeting selected by advertisers’ with ‘optimisation selected by a machine learning delivery system’ does not represent a demonstrable improvement for children, despite Facebook’s claims in July. Facebook is still using the vast amount of data it collects about young people in order to determine which children are most likely to be vulnerable to a given ad. This practice is especially concerning, given ‘optimisation’ might mean weight loss ads served to teens with emerging eating disorders or an ad being served when, for instance, a teen’s mood suggests they are particularly vulnerable.

This sleight of hand has not gone unnoticed. On 5 October 2021, whistleblower Ms. Frances Haugen stated:

“I’m very suspicious that personalised ads are still not being delivered to teenagers on Instagram, because the algorithms learn correlations. They learn interactions where your party ad may still go to kids interested in partying, because Facebook almost certainly has a ranking model in the background that says this person wants more party-related content”.

Children are more susceptible to the pressures of marketing, less likely to recognise paid-for content, and less likely to understand how data is used for these purposes than adults. Increased commercial pressures on children can lead to materialism, parent-child conflict and life dissatisfaction. Ever more personalised, ever more optimised advertising to children has the capacity to amplify these harms. As Facebook’s own marketing material suggests:
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“The delivery system uses machine learning to improve each ad's performance.... Each time an ad is shown, the delivery system's predictions of relevance become more accurate. As a result, the more an ad is shown, the better the delivery system becomes.”  

If this is the case, advertising for children is in reality even more personalised on Facebook, Instagram and Messenger.

This optimisation relies on the significant extraction of personal data from children for uses that are not in their best interests. We believe this violates international guidance around children’s rights, as described in the UN General Comment No.25 (2021) on Children’s Rights in Relation to the Digital Environment, which stipulates that countries should:

“Prohibit by law the profiling or targeting of children of any age for commercial purposes on the basis of a digital record of their actual or inferred characteristics, including group or collective data, targeting by association or affinity profiling. Practices that rely on neuromarketing, emotional analytics, immersive advertising and advertising in virtual and augmented reality environments to promote products, applications and services should also be prohibited from engagement directly or indirectly with children”.  

Facebook’s 27 July announcement was a tacit acknowledgement of the harm caused to children from invasive, manipulative, surveillance-based advertising. It said, in part:

“We already give people ways to tell us that they would rather not see ads based on their interests or on their activities on other websites and apps, such as through controls within our ad settings. But we’ve heard from youth advocates that young people may not be well equipped to make these decisions. We agree with them, which is why we’re taking a more precautionary approach in how advertisers can reach young people with ads”.

As youth advocates ourselves, we want to be abundantly clear: Shifting the ability to target teens from advertisers to algorithms does nothing to abate the harms of surveillance, and further erodes Facebook’s integrity on these matters. We urge you to reveal the full detail of how teens receive optimised, targeted ads and to commit to end this practice altogether. Anything less would be inconsistent with the “more precautionary approach” claimed in your announcement.
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